
Year 5 Spelling Units



Unit 1

bomb     climb     comb     crumb     debt     doubt     

lamb     limb     numb     subtle      thumb     tomb 

thorough     fought     bought     cough     rough     

enough



Unit 2

credible     edible     horrible     legible     

possible     resistible     responsible     reversible     

sensible     terrible     visible

individual     define      equip     equipped     

ancient 



Unit 3

adaptable     adorable     bearable     beatable     

believable     breakable     changeable     comfortable     

enjoyable     enviable     knowledgeable     miserable     

noticeable     predictable     reasonable     reliable     

suitable     understandable

accommodate     accompany     according     aggressive     

appreciate     attached



Unit 4

bustle     castle     fasten     glisten     hustle     

jostle     listen     nestle     rustle     soften     thistle     

whistle     wrestle

curiosity     forty     rhyme     rhythm     cymbal     

system



Unit 5

adorably     comfortably     considerably     credibly     

horribly     incredibly     miserably     possibly     

reasonably     responsibly     sensibly     suitably     

terribly     tolerably     understandably     visibly

allowed     aloud     guessed     guest     passed     

past



Unit 6

absent     ancient     confident     decent      

dependent     different     efficient     frequent     

innocent     intelligent     magnificent     obedient     

patient     silent     urgent     violent

embarrass     especially     exaggerate     excellent     

frequently     interrupt



Unit 7

absence     agency     competence     confident     

decency     dependence     difference      evidence     

frequency     independence     innocence     

intelligence     magnificence     obedience     

patience     silence     violence

awkward     definite     determined      develop     

familiar     persuade



Unit 8

achieve     caffeine     ceiling     conceit     

conceive     deceit      deceive     either     

neither     perceive     protein     receipt     

receive     seize

affect     effect      accept     except



Unit 9

assistance     assistant     defiance     defiant     distance     

distant      elegance     elegant     expectant     hesitancy     

observance     observant     pregnancy     relevance     

relevant     substance     tolerance     tolerant     vacancy

immediate     marvellous     necessary     programme     

recommend     suggest



Unit 10

atrocious     conscious     delicious     ferocious     

malicious     precious     spacious     suspicious     

vicious

convenience     disastrous     interfere     muscle     

neighbour



Unit 11

ambitious   cautious     fictitious     infectious     

nutritious     scrumptious     superstitious

average     desperate     equipment     

temperature     vegetable  



Unit 12

artificial     confidential     essential     financial     

initial     official     partial     social      special

bruise     criticise     nuisance      recognise 



Commonly Misspelled Words 1

every     because     where     were     when     

anything     know     usual     usually     watch     

of     off



Commonly Misspelled Words 2

family     heart     slowly     thought     covered     

grandma     grandad     started     height     

went     weird     recommend 



Commonly Misspelled Homophones

which     witch     there     their     they’re     are     

our     blue     blew     your     you’re     through     

threw     weight     wait


